Workshops in the Mad Science Preschool Jr. Scientist Series are $180 for 2 half
hour back to back workshops or $125 for a single half hour program. In order to
keep our activities as hands on as possible, we limit our programs to
20 participants per program.
Bubbling Potions
A Mad Science lab isn't complete without bubbling potions! In this exciting program, children
will explore the three states of matter and create bubbling volcanoes, test for aliens and
recreate awesome smoke illusions used in movies!

Bug Buddies
Get ready for a bug hunt in this fun workshop! Preschoolers will learn what it’s like to have bug
eyes and use their imagination to create their own bug buddie!

Mad Mixtures
Become a junior chemist in this fun program and help the Mad Scientist erupt a rainbow
volcano and more!

Dinosaur Dig
Jr. Paleontologists will “dig” this “dyno-mite” workshop! They'll examine fossil casts and even
participate in their own mini dinosaur dig!

Sweet Heat
Sweet Heat is one of our “hottest” workshops! Children will transform into molecules to
discover the properties of heat! They'll witness a mini rocket launch, test the underwater
volcano, and then use what they've learned about heat to create a sweet treat!
Food allergy awareness: This program includes taste-testing activities.

Rocket Science
This workshop is a blast! Aspiring rocket scientists will master the dynamics of rocket flight!
Afterward, they'll be cleared for take-off and take part in a real model rocket launch!

Science of Magic
Abracadabra! Get your magic wands ready! In this workshop, the children will learn the science
behind magic and discover the magic word to make something disappear!

Seeking our Senses
This program is full of experiments to see, touch, hear, smell and taste! Children will explore all
5 of their senses with optical illusions, sound effects and even the Mad Science mystery taste
test! Food allergy awareness: This program includes taste-testing activities.

Wiggly World of Worms
Watch real worms wiggle and dig in this fun program! Preschoolers will even take home their
own wiggly pet!

Space, the Final Frontier
Become an astronaut in training and even go on a moon rock mission!

My Body
Meet Mr. Bones and learn about the human body, inside and out!

